CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter outlines the conclusion and suggestion which covered the summary of the finding from the phenomenon of language choice used by students of English Department at Faculty of Arts and Humanities State Islamic University Sunan Ampel Surabaya.

5.1 Conclusion

People use language to cope their daily needs. They use language as the tool of communication when they interact with others in their daily life. Indonesia which is very popular with its cultures, tourism places and various languages has a special and different language in each region. Regional language is as well as based on the background of each place. From these different languages, people should make language choice when they communicate with others especially for bilingual or multilingual society.

Students of English Department at Faculty of Arts and Humanities Islamic State University Sunan Ampel Surabaya are multilingual society which used more than two languages. At least there are three language catagories they use in their daily activity, they are; Vernacular Language, National Language, and Foreign Language. However, as the explanation in the scope and limitation
that the data of this research was taken from some students of English Department at Faculty of Arts and Humanities Islamic State University Sunan Ampel Surabaya which from java and madurese.

Furthermore, After analyzing the data results, the writer concludes two phenomenon of language choice founded in this research. *First* is about the patterns of language choice used by students of English Department Faculty of Arts and Humanities Islamic State University Sunan Ampel Surabaya. They are; language choice in *English Pattern*, *Indonesian Pattern*, *Javanese Pattern*, *Madurese Pattern*, and *Code Switching Code Mixing*.

The second is the reasons of students of English Department at Faculty of Arts and Humanities Islamic State University Sunan Ampel Surabaya in making language choice. The prominent reasons for they used language choice are social factors, such as; *participants* (who is speaking and who are they speaking to), *setting* (where are they speaking), *topic* (what are being talking about), *function* (why are they speaking). Besides that, the writer also found another reasons for they use a language choice, the reasons are; to showing intimacy and to make the adresse easier to understand.

### 5.2 Suggestion

An islamic qoute states “when something has been completed, it would seem what is lacking”. Dealing with this qoute, the writer is aware that this research is still far from the complete work. So, any critics and suggestions are
very welcome for the best work in the following research. There are still many subject related to language choice that can be analyzed as further research, such as language choice used by lecturer at Faculty of Arts and Humanities, language attitude among the students of English department, language effect toward friend relation among the students of English department State Islamic University Sunan Ampel Surabaya, and so on. Through this research the writer hopes can give benefits to other, especially for the researcher in sociolinguistic field.